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ABSTRACT
The comparative analysis of leaf morphology was performed in E. helleborine (L.) Crantz, E. atrorubens (Hoffm.) Besser, and their interspecific hybrid, Epiaptis ×schmalhausenii Richt. The aim of this research was to find out features that would be useful in the taxonomy of the genus Epiaptis, and particularity their taxa of hybrid origin. In course of the studies special attention was paid to leaf morphology, mostly to their margins, presence of papillae, their shape and size, and to leaf structure. The thickness of the leaf blades manifested by number of spongy mesophyll cell layers, size of vascular bundles and the level of leaf sclerification were compared in the hybrid and both parental species. In E. helleborine and E. atrorubens the analyzed features were highly variable, especially in the former species, which is characterized by wide phenotypic plasticity. Morphological and anatomical features in E. ×schmalhausenii showed a transitional character to the parental species. Our results suggest that a single feature can not be of taxonomic value, but the combination of different traits has to be considered when distinguishing parental and hybrid taxa.
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INTRODUCTION
Natural hybridization is a widespread phenomenon in plant kingdom. Some families, e.g. Poaceae or Orchidaceae, are more inclined to form hybrids than others (Potúček and Čačko 1996; Ainouche et al. 2009; Steiner and Boni 2009). Particular, the latter family, which is an evolutionary young group of plants, easily creates hybrids at the species and genus levels (Goodfery 1927; Dressler 1993). The lack of effective barriers preventing pollination may result, e.g., from spatial coexistence of many species, overlapping flowering seasons, and the presence of pollinators common to different species and in turn may enable crossing between the taxa (Darwin 1862; Dressler 1981; Peckall 2007). The absence of isolating mechanisms may be a consequence of a recent phylogenetic divergence of orchids and may indirectly be an evidence of their tendency to expand (Dressler 1993). Hybrid forms are often difficult to identify because their morphological features are combination of parental species, which frequently show extreme phenotypic variability (Niinemets et al. 2003). In addition, hybrids may present clonal variations (Stebbins 1957). It means that local populations may be characterized by different morphological and genetic combination of taxonomically significant features that could make it impossible to undoubtedly identify a specimen.

Epiaptis ×schmalhausenii Richt. is one of the orchid hybrids reported in Poland (Bernacki 1989), which seems to be often indistinguishable from the parental species, i.e. E. helleborine (L.) Crantz and E. atrorubens (Hoffm.) Besser. Probably for this reason the hybrid taxon has only ra-
rily been recorded in botanical literature after 1945 (Bernacki 1989; Adamowski 1995; Kwiatkowski 1997). According to Delforge (2005) one of the parental species, Epipactis helleborine (Broad-Leaved Helleborine), is the most common of the genus in Europe, occurring from Mediterranean to boreal zones, up to 2000 m a.s.l. It has also been recorded in North America. The species grows in shady places in both coniferous and mixed woodlands, sand-dune slacks, thickets, as well as it can spontaneously appear in town parks and gardens (Delforge 2005). It flowers from June to September depending on latitude and altitude (Williams et al. 1978; Delforge 2005) and demonstrates a wide range of phenotypic plasticity, which hinders the taxonomic diagnosis (Jakubśka-Busse 2008). The second parental species, Epipactis atrorubens (Dark Red Helleborine), is significantly rarer in Poland than E. helleborine, mainly because of the devastation and resulting disappearance of its natural habitats. This species is widespread up to 2400 m a.s.l. in Europe, including British Isles, eastwards to Russia, Crimea, Caucasus and Iran. It is rare in Mediterranean area. E. atrorubens grows in rocky limestones, woodland margins, among bushes and grass in sand-dune slacks as well as dunes, and open woodlands (Delforge 2005). It flowers from May to August depending on latitude and altitude (Williams et al. 1978). E. ×schmalhausenii, a hybrid between both species mentioned above, is confined only to the localities of its parental species. E. ×schmalhausenii has been found in many European countries (Hunt et al. 1975; Potuček and Cačko 1996). In Poland, it has been listed e.g. in flora of the Tatra National Park (Bernacki 1988), the Białowieża Primeval Forest (Adamowski 1995) and the Kaczawskie Mts. (Kwiatkowski 1997; Jakubśka 2006). Despite E. ×schmalhausenii is recognized in Polish flora, description of the morphological features that may be of the taxonomic value is insufficient and frequently subjective, and, surprisingly, up to date there is a lack of the photographic documentation of the hybrid. Therefore, the aim of this research was to document morphological characteristics of parental species and the hybrid, indicate possible differences between them as well as point out “good” features, mostly in leaf morphology, which may be of the diagnostic value in distinguished taxon. Since Delforge (2005) showed “irregular serration” of the leaf margins “formed by hyaline teeth” in some Epipactis species and stated that it has a taxonomic significance, this feature was also analyzed in our research.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Observations were conducted in field from the early vegetative phase (emergence of above-ground shoots) to the end of the generative phase (flowering) from May to August 2007-09.

Following populations of studied orchids were analyzed (Fig. 1): E. helleborine – Zakrzów-Kotowice near Wrocław (ATPOL CE 50); Nowe Rochowice in the Kaczawskie Mts. (ATPOL BE 62) and Mysłów-Sobocin near Bolków (ATPOL BE 61); E. atrorubens – Nowe Rochowice (ATPOL BE 62) and Mysłów-Sobocin near Bolków (ATPOL BE 61); E. ×schmalhausenii – Nowe Rochowice (ATPOL BE 62). All ATPOL locations are given according to Zajac (1978).

The choice of populations examined was justified by the frequency of the ramets. E. helleborine population in Zakrzów-Kotowice is estimated for four to six thousand shoots (Jakubśka and Orlowski 2003), whereas in Nowe Rochowice each co-existing population of E. atrorubens and

Fig. 1. Distribution of populations studied shown at the ATPOL map (Zajac 1978). Localities: 1 – Mysłów-Sobocin; 2 – Nowe Rochowice; 3 – Zakrzów-Kotowice.
**E. helleborine** counts about 200 ramets. Population of **E. ×schmalhausenii** in Nowe Rochowice was selected based on co-occurrence and frequency of parental species.

Individual plants of **E. helleborine**, **E. atrorubens** and their hybrid **E. ×schmalhausenii** were documented in natural populations by photography. The third leaves of studied taxa, counted from the stem bases, were collected for anatomical and morphological analyses. Sampled leaf fragments were fixed in field in the formalin-acetic-acid-alcohol mixture (FAA, with 50% ethanol; Ruzin 1999) and then processed according to different protocols. Additionally, some comparative analyses were conducted on herbarium materials.

To analyze the overall leaf morphology, the fixed material was hydrated in a gradual ethanol series and then thoroughly rinsed with distilled water. Leaves were subsequently cleared with 10% KOH (Ruzin 1999) in the 60°C to remove cell contents and visualize cellular patterns. Similarly, leaves coming from different vouchers were hydrated in warm water, and then cleared in 10% KOH in room temperature.

The anatomical structure of leaves was studied on the transverse sections. For such an analysis, the previously fixed material was dehydrated in an increasing tertiary-butyl alcohol series followed by embedding in Paraplast X-tra (Fluka, BioChemika; Ruzin 1999). Series of transverse sections, 5-7 μm thick, were cut on a rotary microtome (Leica RM2135; Leica Instruments) and counterstained with the alcian blue-safranin mixture (Sigma; O’Brien and McCully 1981).

Leaf morphology was documented in a stereo microscope Olympus SZX9 and an Olympus BX-51 microscope with a DP71 camera and imaging software Cell B (Olympus Optical Co.).

Fixed material was deposited in the Institute of Plant Biology, University of Wroclaw.

**RESULTS**

In studied taxa the flower morphology is well recognized (Fig. 2 A-C inlets; e.g. Bernacki 1988, 1989; Szlachetko and Rutkowski 2000; Pidgeon et al. 2005) thus the labelium features were not taken under consideration in this research and the main focus was on the leaf morphology.

**Leaf shape and coloration**

Leaves of **E. helleborine** were ovate to broadly ovate, decreasing in size upwards; fresh-green; margins green (Fig. 2A, D, G); sheathing pale green to whitish (Fig. 2D), rarely with a pale violet tint (Fig. 2G). The leaves of **E. atrorubens** are usually narrower than in the previous species, lanceolate; green; margins, leaf tips, and main veins as well as leaf bases and sheaths with intensive purple or reddish coloration (Fig. 2C, F). Leaves of **E. ×schmalhausenii** were ovate to ovate-lanceolate at the stem base, elongated to lanceolate in the upper part of the stem; green to cyan-greenish; margins, main veins and basal part of sheaths with pale violet or pinkish-purple tint (Fig. 2B, E). Generally, they are similar in shape to leaves of **E. helleborine**. Due to the presence of pigmentation and its location they resemble **E. atrorubens** but hybrid leaves are rather pink in shade. Although **E. helleborine** have sometimes a pale violet tint (Fig. 2G) of basal leaf sheaths, but coloration in **E. ×schmalhausenii** is much more intensive (Fig. 2B) and is conspicuous along the stem similarly to **E. atrorubens**.

**Leaf margins**

Leaves in all taxa studied have macroscopically entire margins (Fig. 2D-G), sometimes with slight undulation (Fig. 2A, D). However, microscopic examination reveals the presence of specific margin cells which have protruding outer cell walls and form papillae (Figs 3, 4A-F). Papillae are arranged in two or three rows at the leaf margin with the middle one being the most pronounced (Fig. 3). The number and density of papillae is variable in a particular leaf, one specimen and between different ramets. Differences between examined taxa are subtle: in **E. helleborine** papillae are usually elongated and conical, slightly inclined, specifically in the middle row, whereas in lateral rows they are shorter and more rounded (Figs 3, 4A, D). In **E. atrorubens** almost all margin cells form papillae. They are shorter than in the previous species, more dome-like than conical (Fig. 4C, F). In **E. ×schmalhausenii** papillae in the central row are of variable length, similar in shape to those of **E. helleborine**, while in lateral rows they are shorter and dome-like as in **E. atrorubens** (Fig. 4B, E).

Similar papillae occur along veins at the abaxial and adaxial side of the leaf blades (Fig. 3). They are usually arranged in three rows; up to 5 rows can be present at the main veins. They are pronounced in mature leaves of all taxa studied but in expanding leaves papillae may be less discernible.

**Leaf blade structure**

The characteristic feature of leaf blades in all taxa studied was the presence of idioblasts containing crystals in the form of raphides (Fig. 4D-F). Raphid idioblasts are usually thin-walled, enlarged and arranged in rows of cells that are possibly of common origin.

The leaf structure of analyzed **Epipactis** taxa is similar in the cross-sections although differs in the number of mesophyll cell layers and thus in the thickness of the leaf blades, as well as in the amount of sclerenchymatous elements. **E. helleborine** leaf blade is relatively soft and thin, at the cross section consists of 4-5 layers of spongy mesophyll cells (Fig. 4G, J) apart from abaxial and adaxial epidermis, whereas in **E. atrorubens** (Fig. 4I, L) and **E. ×schmalhausenii** (Fig. 4H, K) leaf blades are more rigid and thick, and contain up to 8 or 6 mesophyll cell layers, respectively. The vascular bundles in examined taxa are surrounded by mesophyll sheaths. In **E. helleborine**, there are few sclerenchymatous fibers at the abaxial side of phloem in the bundle (Fig. 4G), mostly visible in the main veins. In **E. atrorubens**, vascular bundles are bigger in size comparing with the previous species with numerous well-developed thick-walled sclerenchymatous fibers adjacent to phloem at the abaxial side and some fibers enclosing the bundle at the adaxial side (Fig. 4I). In **E. ×schmalhausenii**, vascular bundles are similar to those in **E. atrorubens** in respect to the size and distribution of sclerenchymatous elements but the amount of fibers seems to be smaller in the hybrid (Fig. 4H). In **E. atrorubens** and **E. ×schmalhausenii** well-developed fibers are pronounced in almost all veins not only the main ones.
Fig. 2. Morphological features of the studied Epipactis taxa: E. helleborine (A, D, G), E. xschmalhausenii (B, E) and E. atrorubens (C, F). The habitus (A-C), flowers (A-C, insets), close-ups of leaves (D-G), and comparison of E. helleborine (HE) and E. atrorubens (AT) growing side-by-side (H-I). Please, note the violet tint of the leaf margins, tips, veins and sheaths of E. xschmalhausenii (B, E; indicated by arrows) and more reddish or purple coloration in E. atrorubens (C, F; indicated by arrows). E. helleborine has typically fresh-green leaves and pale sheathing (A, D), although slight pale violet tint may be present at the lower leaf sheathing (G).
DISCUSSION

No other family but orchids has such a particular tendency to create hybrids which is possibly related to the lack of hybridization barriers within and between the genera (Dressler 1981; Moccia et al. 2007; Peakall 2007). This phenomenon may result from the recent divergence of orchids (Dressler 1981; Dahlgren et al. 1985; Judd et al. 2002) which due to the short evolution time may not specify genetic barriers between taxa. However, the reasons of insufficient genetic isolation have not been clearly explained so far.

Hybrids may come into being where related species or genera grow close together and bloom at the same time. In Orchidaceae natural hybrids are often not distinguishable from their parental species what can explain the paucity of the literature data referring to hybrid morphology and origin. An important and drastically underestimated feature in Epipactis taxonomy is an extremely wide phenotypic plasticity exemplified by E. helleborine (Jakubksa-Busse 2008). It has to be taken under consideration, when the artificial key is constructed to distinguish different taxa, since this plasticity applies also to the resultant interspecific hybrid combinations, as shown for E. ×schmalhausenii by Bernacki (1988), Adamowski (1995), and Potuček and Čačko (1996). Thus, thorough morphological analyses are necessary to establish the range of variability and find possible and recurrent combinations of hybrid features. In turn, it will improve taxonomical descriptions and allow us to precisely define feature combination essential for diagnosis. In addition, although E. helleborine, E. atronubens...
and their hybrid can usually be easily recognized in field, the herbarium material may be doubtful because of changes in the preserved tissues or often incomplete material (please, compare Adamowski 1995).

Data presented in this paper show, what is congruent with the literature (e.g. Potuček and Cacko 1996; Moccia et al. 2007), that hybrids usually demonstrate features transitional to those of parental species, although some characters of one parent may prevail (Peacock 2007). For example, domination of E. helleborine phenotypic features was observed in Poland by Bernacki (1988) and Adamowski (1995). In E. xschmalhausenii population, analyzed in this paper, E. helleborine phenotype was manifested by the plant size, the leaf and flower shape, form of leaf margins and papillae. On the other hand, anatomical features such as the thickness of the leaf blades (number of mesophyll cell layers), size of vascular bundles and amount of the sclerenchymatous fibers as well as coloration of leaf tips, sheaths and veins were possibly inherited from the other parental species, namely E. atrorubens. They may suggest hybrid adaptation to the more xerothermic habitat than typical of E. helleborine and may facilitate inbred expansion also in antropogenically changed environments, what was also observed in the Białowieża Primeval Forest (Adamowski 1995).

In the current research, the special attention was paid to the structure of leaf margins as the presence of “hyaline teeth” was suggested to be of diagnostic value in identification of some Epipactis taxa (Delforge 2005). Microscopic analysis revealed that these outgrowths are in fact the epidermal margin cells which have conical or dome-like shape and thus they may be classified as papillae (Wilkinson 1979).

No hyaline teeth, hairs or cells were detected at the leaf margins in the course of the studies. The size and shape of papillae showed considerable inraspecific variability therefore this feature does not allow us to faultlessly distinguish between taxa.

Theoretically, two combinations that result in a hybrid, E. xschmalhausenii, are equally probable, i.e. pollination of E. helleborine with the pollen of E. atrorubens or opposite situation, namely pollination of E. atrorubens with the pollen of E. helleborine, yet life expectancy, condition as well as morphological feature combination in both types of hybrids may not be the same. Additionally, E. xschmalhausenii may interbreed with parental species (Bernacki, 1988, Potuček and Čacko 1996) increasing the range of phenotypic variability and making it even more difficult to unequivocally identify the hybrid. It seems that only holistic approach including among others morphological, molecular, and ecological data coupled with statistical analysis of taxonomically significant features may help us to construct clear and accurate artificial key to dubious taxa, including hybrids.
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